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A Note of Introduction from the Author 
 
First and foremost, I want to be perfectly clear. 
 
This eBook will not cure you. 
 
This eBook will not heal you. 
 
This eBook is not medical advice. 
 
I will not promise anything I can’t deliver. 
 
So many women who I work with don’t just have some kind of chronic illness, they have 
a chronic LIFESTYLE. A life of way too many doctor’s appointments. Doctors who don’t 
listen to you. Doctors who don’t have time for you. Doctors who send you to more 
doctors. Doctors who order every lab test under the sun. Doctors who don’t give you 
answers. Doctors who can’t get to the root cause for real healing. 
  
You deserve better. 
 
You deserve to be the CEO over your chronic illness. 
 
This eBook is the blueprint to help you get there. 
 
The goal is to: 
 

• Change your trajectory 

• Increase energy and productivity 

• Maintain balance. 
 
That’s it. Nothing more and nothing less. 
 
I was a former elite athlete.  I was at the top of my game. At the age of 39, my world came 
crashing down around me.  
 
In a span of 10 years, I’ve dealt with cancer, autoimmune disease (Hashimoto’s), chronic 
fatigue, and an epic health crisis that forced me to resign from a prestigious six-figure job.  
 
I went to way too many doctors to count. I went the functional medicine route and spent 
way too many dollars only to get the same results.  
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I fought. Hard. 
 
Then I gave up. 
 
Then I decided to do whatever it took to get healthy again. 
 
I tried every protocol under the sun. I heard all of the success stories. 
 
I had hope. 
 
But nothing worked on me. 
 
Nothing. 
 
Until it did. 
 
Everyone is different. 
 
Your health journey is different than mine. 
 
But we’re all the same. 
 
We want to find answers. 
 
We want to improve even just a little bit every day. 
 
We want to maintain as normal of a life as possible. 
 
And that’s why you’re here. 
 
No cure. No healing. No false promises. 
 
Just a blueprint to help you find answers and make each day a little easier for you. 
 

I love feedback, so please drop me a note.  You can reach me at holly@pinkfortitude.com 
or hit me up on social media @PinkFortitude 

Thank you for letting me be a part of your quest for a healthier you. 

Holly Bertone, CHNP, PMP 

 

mailto:holly@pinkfortitude.com
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Disclosures and Disclaimers 
 

Disclosure Policy: 
 
This book contains affiliate links to various products. Pink Fortitude, LLC is a 
participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising 
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising 
and linking to amazon.com. If purchases are made through links from this book, I will 
receive a small commission.  I heart conscious capitalism, and Mamma has to put food 
on the table.  Thank you for your support. 
 
All content and opinions are my own and are not necessarily the opinions of anyone 
else mentioned in this book. 
 

Disclaimer: 
 
The information may change without the author’s knowledge. It is not intended to 
provide health or nutritional guidelines or advice.  I am not a doctor, medical advisor, 
nutritionist or medically trained. Please consult with your doctor before making any 
health-related changes. You are responsible for your actions or lack thereof.  Pink 
Fortitude, LLC nor its owner Holly Bertone are responsible or liable for your success or 
failure. Full legal, disclosure, privacy policy CLICK HERE. 
 
 

 
© 2019 by Holly Bertone, Pink Fortitude, LLC 

 
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form, by any means, 
or incorporated into any information retrieval system, electronic or mechanical, without 
written permission from the copyright owner.  

https://pinkfortitude.com/disclosure-policy/
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The Chronic Illness Blueprint 
 

Think of this blueprint as an ultimate resource guide for living a better life with your 
chronic illness. There will be a lot of links to additional articles, books, and resources 
intermixed with my own personal story and journey.  
 

Change Your Trajectory 

First, we’ll cover the basics of how to change your trajectory. Regardless of your 
diagnosis or symptoms, the basics are still the same.  
 
 

Increase Energy and Productivity 

Next, we’ll touch on how to increase your energy and productivity. This includes how 
to be productive even on your low energy days.  
 
 

Maintain Balance 

Finally, we’ll examine how to maintain balance in your life. Yes, this is the mind-body 
woo-woo stuff. I’ve also included resources for you if you work a full-time job. 
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Change Your Trajectory 
 

I learned that reclaiming your health isn’t always cut and dry. For some people, the 
basic protocols work well. For others, like me, it was more complicated.  Do your 
research, talk to your doctors, and most importantly… don’t give up! 
 

Phase I 

The very first thing I did was cut out gluten, sugar and processed food. I became vegan 
soon thereafter. Almost immediately, the migraines went away. The IBS went from 
being unbearable to modest. My energy had an uptick. 
 
Over the course of time, I also went through an elimination diet to figure out what 
foods were causing my side effects and chronic fatigue.  
 
Gluten-Free and Clean Eating Recipes 
 
Transform Your Pantry – Transform Your Life 
 
Should I Eliminate Gluten if I Don’t Have Celiac? 
 
How to be Your Own Gut Whisperer 
 
 

Phase II 

I switched from toxic cleaners and beauty products to more all-natural brands and even 
started making my own! My entire home and lifestyle slowly became as all-natural as 
possible. While I couldn’t see a noticeable difference in my health, I am completely 
convinced that these changes are necessary for long-term healing and wellness. 
 
All-Natural Living in the Home Articles 
 
Green Your Clean: Simple & All-Natural DIYs to Clean Your Home 
 
Beautycounter All-Natural Skin Care & Makeup 
 
All-Natural Beauty DIYs 
 
Pink Fortitude’s Monthly Health & Wellness Subscription Box  

https://pinkfortitude.com/clean-eating-recipes/
https://pinkfortitude.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Transform-Your-Pantry-FINAL-May-2019.pdf
https://pinkfortitude.com/eliminate-gluten/
https://pinkfortitude.com/gut-whisperer/
https://pinkfortitude.com/all-natural-living-home/
https://pinkfortitude.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Green-Your-Clean-eBook-March-2019.pdf
https://www.beautycounter.com/hollybertone
https://pinkfortitude.com/all-natural-beauty/
https://pinkfortitude.memberbox.com/
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Phase III 

After five years of trial and error, I learned about drainage. Your body is like a pond. If 
it doesn’t have a water source and flowing water (drainage), it becomes diseased. If it 
does have a fresh water source, it sustains life. 
 
Your body is designed to heal itself. Your body is designed to detoxify itself. Your body 
detoxifies itself through BULLS – bowels, urine, lymph, lungs, and skin. Your body 
protects what goes in, and expels the bad as much as it can. Your skin provides a barrier 
to the environment. Your airways provide consistent detoxification from the air you 
breathe. Your liver and kidneys screen and flush the toxins while allowing nutrients to 
be absorbed. 
 
I began the Microbe Formulas Protocol to help with drainage, safe detox, and even a 
parasite cleanse. It was not an easy process, but my body started to drain properly, and 
I was able to eliminate the toxins, heavy metals, viruses, and parasites that were causing 
me to be sick and fatigued. 
 
I also began working with an Integrative Chiropractor for hands-on work and 
additional supplement support. 
 
Microbe Formulas Protocol 
 
What a Parasite Cleanse is REALLY Like 
 
15 Easy Ways to Stimulate Your Lymphatic System 

  

https://microbeformulas.com/?rfsn=766126.a0ae8a&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=influencers&utm_campaign=766126.a0ae8a
https://pinkfortitude.com/what-a-parasite-cleanse-is-really-like/
https://pinkfortitude.com/stimulate-your-lymphatic-system/
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Increase Energy and Productivity 
 

Increase Energy 

I reached out to my dear friend, Ari Whitten, who runs The Energy Blueprint. I had 
heard so many wonderful testimonials about his program, I had to try it for myself. Ari 
gets into some more advanced bio-hacking principles – which BTW are super easy to 
implement that go straight to the cellular level. It was the boost that I needed. 
 
When I hosted the Mystery Symptom Summit, I had no idea of the wealth of 
information I would learn from all of the doctors. I also became inspired to become my 
own health hacker and learned so many ninja techniques. 
 
FREE Energy Blueprint Masterclass 
 
Exhausted? How I Conquered the Fatigue 
 
10 Weird Health Hacks that Drs Swear By 
 
Mystery Symptom Master Class: Solving the Root Cause of Your Chronic Illness 
 
IQYOU DNA Testing 
 
Why Blocking Blue Light is the Key to a Good Night’s Sleep 
 
Autoimmune & Chronic Illness Articles 
 
 

  

http://theenergyblueprint.go2cloud.org/aff_c?offer_id=1&aff_id=1585
https://pinkfortitude.com/exhausted/
https://pinkfortitude.com/weird-health-hacks/
https://pinkfortitude.mykajabi.com/mysterysymptomsummit
https://www.iqyouhealth.com/dna#a_aid=pinkfortitude
https://pinkfortitude.com/blue-light/
https://pinkfortitude.com/autoimmune/
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Increase Productivity 

I wanted to still be productive, even in the midst of fatigue and pain and illness. I knew 
there had to be a better way. 
 
I wake up every morning with a decent amount of energy, and then it rapidly declines 
throughout the day. Some days I would have more energy to actually get things done. 
Other days, I spent on the couch. I kept fighting against myself trying to be productive 
the old way. And then it hit me. Traditional priority planning doesn’t work with a 
chronic illness. Here are some of my ninja tricks. 
  
 
How to be Productive with a Chronic Illness 
 
Productivity Cycle Tracker 
 
Daily Priorities Tracker 
 
The Best Morning Routine Habits to Start Your Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://pinkfortitude.com/productive-with-a-chronic-illness/
https://pinkfortitude.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/PinkFortitude_ProductivityCyclePrintable-1.pdf
https://pink-fortitude.myshopify.com/collections/pink-fortitude-journal-products/products/daily-priorities-tracker
https://pinkfortitude.com/morning-routine/
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Maintain Balance 
 

Working with Chronic Illness 

It’s difficult enough for your family and spouse to understand what you are going 
through. It’s especially difficult in the workplace when your employer can’t “see” your 
condition and doesn’t understand why you are asking for flexibility or 
accommodations. You feel like no one understands. You feel like you have no voice.  
 
You have rights. You have choices. 
 
Thriving in the Workplace with Autoimmune Disease: Know Your Rights, Resolve 
Conflict, Reduce Stress 
 
Thriving in the Workplace Companion Guide & Resources 
 
Thriving in the Workplace Articles 
 

 

Mind, Body and Gratitude 

Last, but certainly not least, we focus on building gratitude and developing mind-body 
techniques. 
 
How Gratitude Builds Fortitude During the Storms of Life 
 
Gratitude Builds Fortitude 30-Day Challenge 
 
Pink Fortitude’s Signature Gratitude Builds Fortitude Journals 
 
Gratitude Articles and Resources 
 
75 Self-Care Activities – Free or Minimal Cost 
 
Healthy Mind & Body Articles 
 
 
  

http://amzn.to/2wKI1WR
http://amzn.to/2wKI1WR
https://pinkfortitude.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Thriving-in-the-Workplace-Companion-Guide.pdf
https://pinkfortitude.com/thriveai/
https://pinkfortitude.com/how-gratitude-builds-fortitude/
https://pinkfortitude.com/gratitude-challenge/
https://pink-fortitude.myshopify.com/collections/pink-fortitude-journal-products/products/daily-priorities-tracker
https://pinkfortitude.com/gratitude-builds-fortitude/
https://pinkfortitude.com/self-care-activities/
https://pinkfortitude.com/healthy-mind-body/
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About the Author 
 
 
Holly Bertone, CNHP, PMP, is a #1 Amazon.com bestselling author, inspirational 
speaker, and wellness expert. She is the President and CEO of Pink Fortitude, LLC and 
runs the health and wellness website pinkfortitude.com. Holly is a breast cancer and 
Hashimoto’s survivor and turned these two significant health challenges into a passion 

to help others. She inspires others with her quick wit, 
brutal honesty, and simple ways to be healthy in real life. 
 

Holly is a Certified Natural Health Professional, holds a 
Masters Degree from Johns Hopkins University, a 
Bachelor’s Degree from Elizabethtown College, and is a 
Project Management Professional (PMP). 
 
Holly is passionate about reaching out to cancer and 
autoimmune survivors, and also volunteers for 
organizations supporting our military veterans. In her 
free time, she loves to garden, and hit flea markets and 
yard sales. Holly is married to a retired Green Beret, is a 
stepmother, and lives in Alexandria, VA. 
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